Example of Application

WMF Württembergische Metallwarenfabrik AG Stainless steel in the coffee machine industry
WMF is a successful, traditional, high-quality brand for cooking
utensils and cutlery. SERTO parts are built into their coffee machines
for the hotel and restaurant trade – a market sector with clear price
concepts and quality requirements.
Steam pipe: Stainless steel tube
with SERTO nut connectors

D-73309 Geislingen
www.wmf.de
Hotel catering / Commercial coffee machines
WMF has developed over the past 150 years from a small plating factory,
Straub & Schweizer, to a global enterprise with nearly 6,000 employees.
They are providers of products and services that focus mainly on table and
kitchenware for household and professional use; they are the market
leaders in terms of value of cookware and of course cutlery.
WMF owns production and service companies in Geislingen/D, in the
Czech Republic and China. They distribute their products through
subsidiaries as well as 200 of their own branches in Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and France. Under the corporate umbrella, WMF unites such
reputable brands as e.g. Kaiser Backformen, Silit, Schaerer, Auerhahn,
enabling synergies and thus contributing to the overall economic success
of the company.
APPLICATION
SERTO products:

Installation:

pre-bent, ready-to-fit stainless steel tubes, unions,
brazed, pre-assembled kits, straight and hotformed, ready-to-fit hoses
Medium-conveying tube systems

PARAMETERS
Medium:
Pressure:
Temperature:

Water, steam
0 - 16 bar
20°C - 145°C

WMF and SERTO have been doing business together for decades. At first,
SERTO supplied mainly unions to WMF, but other products soon followed.
Since 2004 the co-operation between the two firms has been rapidly
expanding. Several tens of thousands ready-to-fit FEP and PFA hoses
were supplied. Stainless steel tubes and steam pipes as well as assembly
kits top off the scope of supply.
“Because of the very high level of quality of SERTO products and the ontime delivery we have been able to realise significant savings. We
recommend SERTO as a very competent and reliable partner.“
Holger Schönholz, Technical Purchasing, WMF AG
Examples of pre-assembled
stainless steel tubing and PFA
hoses
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